
The first lines of Genesis and the Gospel According to John both teach a
fundamental difference between a biblical perspective on creation and the way that
the modern world views reality. Christians see the world differently than atheists,
agnostics, materialists, and secularists. And that difference plays itself out in a
myriad of daily thoughts and actions.

To the secularist, things are symbolic only because they are
first real and only as any one individual chooses to give
reality some form of subjective meaning. The modern
worldview that even Christians can mistakenly carry around
loosely in our heads is that each of us imposes meaning on
the world around us. We each describe and define material
things. The modern worldview has us floating in a random
sea of facts, indeed a swamp of meaninglessness, out of
which we each construct our tiny interior thoughts in entire
subjectivity. The modern mind cries out: can’t you see that

the material world is without virtue, without care, and without any other attribute
other than what you culturally impose upon it? Modernism separates us from the
material world while stripping the material world of meaning.

Christians, though, see the world as laden with God’s rich meaning. Anything you
can identify, any item or entity, carries an aspect of God’s design and order,
communicating to us God’s purpose and meaning. To the Christian, things are real
because they are symbolic, incorporating into themselves God’s categories,
principles, and patterns. A cat is a cat because God created cats in their own species
and category. Same with a tree, stone, or river. Indeed, same with patience,
prudence, and other virtues. Each thing that we identify, material or immaterial,
calls out to us as that thing, teaching us its God-made pattern. We may not know in
detail the means of God’s creation, but we see in creation’s spectacular order God’s
plain intention. Creation speaks volumes to us, constantly, precisely because God
made creation through his holy Son, the divine Logos or Word. Every created thing
in its constituent order bears the imprint of God’s meaning. And so, Christians live
a meaning-rich life, refreshed within God’s grand narrative. That life is why we
embrace so fully our Savior Christ, the divine Word and Logos.


